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Color Key:

**Footnote**
Bibliography if only **one** volume is footnoted
Bibliography if **more than one** volume is footnoted

**ANCHOR BIBLE**

**Footnote:**

Bibliography if only **one** volume is footnoted:

Bibliography if **more than one** volume is footnoted:

**BROADMAN**

**Footnote:**

Bibliography if only **one** volume is footnoted:

Bibliography if **more than one** volume is footnoted:

**CAMBRIDGE**

**Footnote:**
Bibliography:

**Harper’s New Testament Commentary**

Footnote:


Bibliography:

**Interpretation**

Footnote:


Bibliography:

**Interpreter’s Bible**

Footnote: determined by the section you are quoting from:


Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:
Bibilography if more than one volume is footnoted:

LAYMAN'S BIBLE COMMENTARY

Footnote:

Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:

Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted:

JOHN KNOX PREACHING GUIDE

Footnote:

Bibliography:

Moffatt Bible

Footnote:

Bibliography:

NEW CENTURY BIBLE COMMENTARY

Footnote:
Bibliography:

**NEW INTERPRETER’S BIBLE**

Footnote:

Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:

Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted:

**THE DAILY STUDY BIBLE SERIES**

Footnote:

Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:

Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted:

**THE OLD TESTAMENT LIBRARY**

Footnote:

Bibliography:
Footnote:


Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:


Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted:


Footnote:


Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted:


Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted:


Color Key:

Footnote

Bibliography if only one volume is footnoted

Bibliography if more than one volume is footnoted